Scripps Ranch Little League COVID-19 Mitigation Strategy:
2021 Spring Baseball Assessments
In addition to following all standards and to provide specific clarification to the San Diego County Youth
Sports Physical Distancing and Safety Plan, the following policy and procedures will govern Spring
Baseball Assessments.

ALL PLAYERS MUST BRING THEIR OWN HAT, GLOVE, BAT, HELMET AND FACIAL COVERING OR
THEY WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO ASSESS.
ALL PLAYERS, PARENTS, VOLUNTEERS, LEAGUE OFFICIALS AND ANY OTHER PERSON PRESENT
WILL WEAR A FACIAL COVERING AND MAINTAIN PHYSICAL DISTANCING OF AT LEAST 6 FEET
FROM ANYONE OUTSIDE THE IMMEDIATE HOUSEHOLD 100% OF THE TIME.
Each player may be accompanied by ONE parent.
Procedure:
All players will check at the J9 registration desk in at their assigned time. Each player will be screened
for signs and symptoms of COVID-19. Please do not arrive early. Hand sanitizer will be available.
Upon check in, players will move to either the J9 or J10 staging area as assigned to warm up. Each
assessment group will involve no more than 12 players. Both fields will operate in a similar fashion
Upon commencement of the assessment, players will be called by name to line up at the flyball station
in right field next to a field marker denoting 6 ft of distance from other players.
Players will be called and placed in their assessment order to the right field fly ball station. Two fly balls
will be presented from a bucket of sanitized balls. The first ball will be thrown to 2nd base and the
second ball to 3rd base. All balls will be retrieved and sanitized by a volunteer and then returned to the
bucket of sanitized balls.
The player will then move to the fielding station in the shortstop position where they will have the
opportunity to field 2 ground balls. All balls will be retrieved and sanitized by a volunteer and then
returned to the bucket of sanitized balls.
The player will proceed to the marked positions that will be a minimum of 6 feet apart behind the 3rd
base dugout as directed by a volunteer and retrieve their bat and put on their helmet.
Once all players have gone through the fielding exercises, the first player in the group will then be called
to the plate. Five pitches will be delivered from a pitching machine loaded from a bucket of sanitized
balls. After the 5th pitch the player then runs the bases to third, passes through the gate and the
assessment is complete. All balls will be retrieved and sanitized by a volunteer and then returned to the
bucket of sanitized balls.
After passing through the 3rd base gate, the assessment is complete, and all players are expected to
depart the facility at that time.

SRLL Assessment - Jerabek Park Field J-9

Safety Plan location

Required:
100% Masks for all parents,
players, and volunteers
Maintain Social distancing

Check in tent with 2 volunteers
(6 foot spacing)
Field J-9 Assessment
layout on following sheet

Social Distance markers on sidewalk
Line markers
Parent viewing area,
maintain social distancing
and 100% mask

Parents not allowed in the
playing field areas
Staging area for player
warm ups, maintain social
distancing and 100% mask

SRLL Assessment - Jerabek Park Field J-9
A

Fly Ball Station (one player at a time,
wipe down ball after each player)

B

Ground Ball Station (one player at a time,
wipe down balls after each player)

C

C
V

Hitting Station
(Wait outside field, Mark ground for
6' spacing, each player to have their own
bat and helmet, volunteer to monitor)

Bleachers to be Closed
V

Maintain Social distancing
Parents not allowed in the
playing field areas or in
bleachers.

V
Parents to maintain 6'
spacing and 100% Masks

Required:
100% Masks for all parents,
players, and volunteers

Pitching Machine Location
V

Volunteer (100% mask)

C

Coach (6 feet spacing and 100% mask)

C
C
V

B
C

V
C
C

Bleachers to be Closed

V
A

Social Distance markers on field
Coaches to
maintain 6' spacing

SRLL Assessment - Jerabek Park Field J-10
A

Fly Ball Station (one player at a time,
wipe down ball after each player)

B

Ground Ball Station (one player at a time,
wipe down balls after each player)

C

Hitting Station
(Wait outside field, Mark ground for
6' spacing, each player to have their own
bat and helmet, volunteer to monitor)

Pitching Machine Location

A
V

V

Volunteer (100% mask)

C

Coach (6 feet spacing and 100% mask)

Required:
100% Masks for all parents,
players, and volunteers

Social Distance markers on field
Parent viewing area, maintain
social distancing and 100% mask

C

Maintain Social distancing
Parents not allowed in the
playing field areas or in
bleachers.

C

Coaches to
maintain 6' spacing

B

V

C

C

V

Bleachers to be Closed

V
C

Parents to maintain 6'
spacing and 100% Masks

Bleachers to be Closed

